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WASHINGTON MOURNS AS KENNEDY LIES IN STATE FUNERAL SERVICES TODAY FOR LATE PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, November 23, (AP).- The casket of President John F. Kennedy was placed today in the Rotunda of the Capitol before a crowd of thousands. The state funeral will be held tomorrow for the late President. The body of the former President will lie in state today and be burned at a later date.

LONDON, Nov. 25. (AP).- President John F. Kennedy was today buried in a private ceremony at Arlington National Cemetery. The body of the late President was placed in a vault in the crypt of the Memorial Amphitheater at the base of the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier.
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Nuclear Test Ban Pickets Demonstrated in London At French Intensions

In this photo from 1963, the body of President John F. Kennedy lies in state at the Capitol in Washington, D.C. The event was a significant moment in American history, marking the end of his presidency and his tragic assassination just weeks prior.

The weather

YESTERDAY NOVEMBER 25, 1963

The weather was cold and cloudy. The temperature was around 45°F. with gusty winds.

The next day's weather was expected to be similar with a slight chance of rain.
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IN HONORED GLORY JOHN F. KENNEDY LAID TO REST ETERNAL Remembrance in Kabul at ARLINGTON NATIONAL CEMETERY

A 21-gun salute was fired as President Kennedy's body was placed in the vault in the Memorial Amphitheater at the base of the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. The crowd of thousands paid their respects as the body was lowered into the vault.

Sympathy Message Sent Mrs. Kennedy By Women Society
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His Majesty Accepts Letter of Credence From Finish Minister
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Kennedy Memorial Meeting Held By U.S. Ambassador

President John F. Kennedy's body was laid to rest in a private ceremony at Arlington National Cemetery. The crowd of thousands paid their respects as the body was lowered into the vault.

Sympathy Message

Sent Mrs. Kennedy By Women Society

The women of Afghanistan sent a message of sympathy to Mrs. Kennedy, expressing their condolences on the loss of her husband.
A BRIEF REVIEW ON STUDIES OF MANPOWER

The Language Press at a Glance

Radio Afghanistan Programme

HRM Ahmad Shah Visits Institute for Destitute Facilities

THE PATTERN OF OUR SOCIAL WORK

Social work is an ideal method to solve the social problems in the country. Bangladesh is a multinational and multi-ethnic country. There are many social problems in the country due to the lack of understanding and lack of communication. Social work is the solution to these problems. The Ministry of Social Services is responsible for the implementation of social work in Bangladesh. The main objective of social work is to provide help to the people who are in need of assistance. Social work is the process of providing help and support to people who are facing difficulties in their lives.
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 Important Telephones

Free Exchange Rates at Da Afghanistan Bank

Strange! Skeleton Found By Soviet Geologists

An unusual discovery of some 10,000 skeletons of a prehistoric species of human beings was reported by Soviet geologists who were engaged in exploration activities in the region where the remains were discovered. The skeletons were found in a cave in the southern region of the Soviet Union. The discovery is considered to be an important scientific find as it provides valuable information about the evolution of human beings. The skeleton remains were well preserved and could be studied in great detail. The scientists were able to determine the age, sex, and physical characteristics of the individuals. This discovery has generated a lot of interest and speculation among the scientific community.
SINO-AFGHAN BOUNDARY RECEPTION ATTENDED BY CHINESE PREMIER

PECUNIO, November 28—

The Agricultural and Forestry Ministry of China has held a formal visit to Kabul, which has ended.

The visit was attended by a large delegation of Chinese officials, including former Prime Minister Li Kuan and a number of other high-ranking government officials.

The delegation was led by Ambassador Li Kuan, who met with Afghan leaders during their stay.

Sino-Afghan Border Commission Release Organization Plans

PECUNIO, November 28—

The Sino-Afghan Border Commission has released organization plans for the commission's work.

The commission will be responsible for coordinating efforts to resolve the border issues between the two countries.

CLASSIFIED ADVTS.

Modern Beauty Ladies’ Salon

Located in the heart of Kabul, offering the latest in beauty and fashion services.

Home News In Brief

MAZAD-HAY, Nov. 27

The Government of China held a reception for the visiting Chinese delegation at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

The reception was attended by a large number of Afghan officials and dignitaries.

President Johnson Will Visit With Chiefs Of Staff

WASHINGTON, Nov. 27—

President Johnson will visit with the Chiefs of Staff at the Pentagon today.

The visit is expected to discuss important defense-related issues.

Franklin Publishing Institute Will Open Branch Office Here

MADRID, Nov. 27—

Franklin Publishing Institute will open a branch office here.

The opening of the branch office is seen as a significant development in the company's expansion.

The Weather

Winnipeg, Nov. 27—

The weather in Winnipeg is expected to be cold and cloudy.

The National Weather Service predicts temperatures will remain below freezing throughout the day.

HRH Ahmed Shah Sends Condolences To US Red Cross

KABUL, Nov. 27—

HRH Ahmed Shah, the president of Afghanistan's Red Cross, has sent condolences to the US Red Cross.

The message expressed sympathy to the US Red Cross, which has been helping to provide relief to the victims of the recent earthquake.

Grand Jury Indicts Ruby For Murder With Malice Ruby’s Lawyer To Plead Insanity

A GRAND JURY has indicted Ruby for murder with malice aforethought.

Ruby’s lawyer has pleaded not guilty and has requested a trial by jury.

Under the US legal system, a grand jury indictment is a serious charge that can result in a trial by jury.

Government Of Pakistan Formally Grants Asylum To Faming Channa Shannam

KABUL, Nov. 27—

The government of Pakistan has formally granted asylum to Faming Channa Shannam.

The decision was made after a thorough investigation of the case by the Ministry of Interior.

The granting of asylum is seen as a significant step in the effort to protect Faming Channa Shannam from persecution.

Ambassador Of Pakistan And U.S. Ambassador Meet In Kabul

WASHINGTON, Nov. 27—

The ambassador of Pakistan and U.S. ambassador met in Kabul.

The meeting was expected to discuss important bilateral issues.

The Soviet Union Hopes For A Continuation Of Detente With The U.S. President John F. Kennedy

Soviet leaders have expressed hope for the continuation of detente with the United States during the visit of President John F. Kennedy.
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